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Official Closing 
Ceremony 
Myriam Hadnes

Conversation

Let's conclude the second Testivál - a 24 journey of 
connection, collaboration, experimentation and 
workshopping.

In this hour together, we will connect to each other, harvest 
the results and share our learnings.

Official Opening 
Ceremony 
Myriam Hadnes

Conversation

Let's kick off the second Testivál - a 24 journey of connection, 
collaboration, experimentation and workshopping.

In this hour together, we will connect to each other, to the 
purpose of the event and our guiding principles.

The Testivál

Harvest around the 
Campfire
Myriam Hadnes

Conversation

The Testivál welcomes guests all around the clock - Join me to 
harvest what we have learned.

Share your nuggets with those who have been there and 
those who have just joined.

The Artists Way & 
Integration time
Emily Touchet

This will be a gentle container for reflection, integration, and 
journaling. We won't be chatting or interacting with each 
other during part of the workshop. We will all be free to 
integrate however we want (for example journaling, dancing, 
meditating, knitting). We will hold a container together to 
reflect on the learnings of the Testival thus far!

Activity

Der Spielwagen on Tour - 
Reigniting the power of play

Mirjam Leunissen &
Heidi Higginbottom

Heidi & Mirjam's Spielwagen invites you to play in an 
irresistible way - both inside ánd outside your comfort zone. 
When do you learn the most and what gets in the way of your 
play? Together we'll find strategies to play with these 
obstacles, for ourselves and our workshop participants.

Interaction

Kevin Bacon's Troika

Elise Keith

A Troika variation designed to discover how we're all 
connected.

Interaction

Mid- Year: June 22/23, 12:00 CET

The Troika Groundhog 
Day
Tanja Murphy- Ilibasic 
& Myriam Hadnes 

A Troika variation with a variation inside the variation that is 
designed to explore empathy, learn from archetypes and find 
more perspectives for solutions to our professional 
challenges.

Interaction

Setting the Troika in 
Motion
Mirjam Leunissen

Are you thinking to move or moving to think? In this session 
we let our bodies think and talk in a round of Troika 
consulting where we'll solely use non- verbal postures, 
movements, facial expressions... What wisdom will you wake 
up in your body?

Note: this session requires everyone's active participation 
with cameras ON.

Interaction

The Polarity Map

Daniel Flasch

Today’s live is full of tensions? There is no either or ... you 
have to beware “the balance”. A tool for this is the Polarity- 
Map

In this workshop ...
we will collect some polarities
chose one (or more in break out rooms) polarity
and step by step we will find a way to hold balance

Interaction

Education 
Shmeducation
Chris Bent

“I don't want a nation of thinkers, I want a nation of workers.” 
— John D. Rockefeller, American billionaire and early 
education school system pioneer. Many education systems 
are still designed around memorizing and regurgitating, 
setting up children for the obedient life of a factory worker. 
But times are changing, and in this workshop we will 
reimagine education in 10 years from now.

Activity

Kick Ask!

Jimbo Clark & Shayne Smart

Interaction

Playground of 
Connections
Lucie Agolini

Interaction

Lucie invites you to a visual playground offering a unique 
opportunity to connect with fellow participants while 
exploring new avenues of collaboration and creativity. 
Throughout the workshop, participants will learn a variety of 
ice breakers and team- building activities that go beyond the 
traditional approaches.

One of the highlights of the workshop is the integration of 
Miro, an intuitive and collaborative online whiteboard 
platform. Lucie and Miro will demonstrate how this powerful 
tool can be used creatively to enhance team collaboration 
and idea generation. You'll discover new ways to leverage 
Miro's features and unlock its full potential for creating 
moments of delight and connection.

Psycho- Techi- Troika

Ola Olu

Using, frameworks from meta- psychology, emergent psycho- 
technologies and Troika, We'll lean into the edges of co- 
discovery.

Interaction

The Unpopular Troika

Vy Nguyen & 
Etrit Shkreli 

Come and experiment the popular Troika consulting method 
with some twists using unpopular concepts. This is a spin off 
of an NDB workshop (Using Deception, Disruption, 
Constraints, and Other Unpopular Concepts in Workshop 
Design with Thomas Lahnthaler - Recording available NDB 
2023)

Interaction

Improv Collective 
Story- making
Etrit Shkreli 
& Rhys Cranney

This is an invitation to unleash your fantasy and journey into 
the unknown. We will co- create a story where each of us builds 
on the plot steps of the previous person. By the end, there will 
be a story that will put a smile on your face when you think 
about in the future.

Interaction

A Presentation about 
Presentations

Myriam Hadnes

One of the golden rules of NDB is "we don't talk over slides" 
and the other one is "we learn while nobody is teaching".

In this workshop, we will test whether these rules actually 
make sense and explore which aspect of slides support a 
facilitative process and how much teaching is supporting the 
group in its learning process.

Interaction

Care of Facilitation

Anuschka Ruge

Facilitation is an act of care - care for the group, the process, 
the individuals. What does that entail? How can we 
purposefully shape practices to lighten the load? How can we 
also take care of the person who holds the space?

Wellbeing

Doodle along in a workshop
Jacinta Cubis

Activity

This is a 'fast' session for anyone who wants to have 
a go 'doodling' while they participate in a workshop.

We will explore the use of ask kicking questions. Moving from 
lame- ask, lazy- ask and bad- ask questions to smart- ask, wise- 
ask and kick- ask questions.   Bring your curiosity and be 
prepared to get your ask kicked!

The Spontaneous 
Facilitation Challenge
Patrick Tiongson & Lily Higgins

Interaction

Does the thought of facilitating on- the- fly with a team of 
strangers make you sweat a little bit? At one point or another 
in our facilitation career, this sticky scenario becomes a 
reality. So what better time to practice, play around, and put 
your skills to the test, than at the Testival?!  Join Lily and 
Patrick for a spontaneous facilitation experiment inspired by 
the game "Exquisite Corpse" and Priya Parker's "The Art of 
Gathering". What happens when a team of 12 facilitators 
design AND facilitate a session on the spot? Creative chaos? 
Creative genius? Or both?  NOTE: This session is limited to the 
first 12 participants that arrive at the designated Welo space. 
Please make sure you can join for the full 1.5 hour session 
and bring your A- game!

Unveiling Beauty: 
Embracing the Chaos 
through Kintsugi
Indra Kusuma

A mind- wandering journey to the past, present and future for 
rediscovering your path. Be part of the session with Indra in a 
thought- provoking workshop as we explore the profound 
beauty that lies within chaos. Drawing inspiration from the 
ancient Japanese art of Kintsugi, this interactive session will 
take you on a transformative journey of facilitation to embrace 
chaos, foster resilience, cultivate creativity, reflect, and share.

Interaction

Melt the Ice Without 
Making Participants 
Cringe
Jan Keck

Interaction

We've all been victims of icebreakers gone wrong. Activities that are meant to be fun 
and bonding, but instead, feel forced, awkward, and are just moving way too fast for 
our introverted friends. Too often, the ice is "broken" without consent from the 
participants, leaving them feeling uncomfortable rather than connected. Imagine if 
icebreakers could be more than just silly games but actually serve as meaningful tools 
to 'melt the ice' and create genuine connections.   Through this workshop, you'll learn 
how to get buy- in even from the toughest crowds, from classrooms to “boredrooms” 
and leave with strategies to build engagement, trust and connections gradually.

The visual Time Travel: 
Meet your younger self
Vy Nguyen

Who have you become since the last Testival? Meet your 
younger self, using visual thinking. Grab paper and pens and 
be ready for the Time travel.

Activity

Fostering Human 
Connection in the Virtual 
World (with Welo)
Jefim Piekarz

More than ever we are living in distributed working environments. But as 
we've transitioned, it feels like we've lost some of that human connection we 
crave and we've experimented to see what helps.  So let's discuss what can be 
done to make stronger (and more human) connections in a virtual world?  
What hinders these connections?   How does Welo help (or fail to help)?  Join 
us to share your thoughts on these topics, provide feedback to us here at 
Welo, and hear more about where the Welo product is headed.

Interaction

https://www.youtube.com/c/themagicsauce

